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Practical Principles for 
Knowing Your Purpose

▪ I Know in Whom I Believe

▪ I Follow God’s Plans, Original Intent & 
Purpose

▪Forgiveness is not a Feeling, It’s a Choice

▪When I Came to Myself



What is Purpose?

Merriam Webster defines PURPOSE as: 

▪ something set up as an object or 
end to be attained:::: intention

▪ resolution, determination

▪ a subject under discussion or 
an action in course of execution

The word “purpose” is commonly associated with a goal or expectation that one has in 

mind. If something has a purpose, it has an anticipated forecast or specific result that 

is generally acknowledged by its community. 



How do you “Know Your Purpose?”
▪ To know your purpose, 

you must first understand 
who you are! 

▪ Your identity and purpose 
are a reflection of the 
one with whom you 
choose to identify with. 

▪ When you look in the 
mirror, who do you see? 
Whose voice do you listen 
to? Who will you choose 
to believe? 
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To know your purpose, you must first understand who you are! Your identity and 

purpose are a reflection of the one with whom you choose to identify with. When you 

look in the mirror, who do you see? Whose voice do you listen to? Who will you choose 

to believe? 

When God created mankind, He did so with a goal and expected result in mind! After 

God fashioned each part of the human body, He breathed life by depositing His Spirit 

into the empty vessel with the expectation of a seeing a replica of Himself in the earth 

realm! Therefore, God created humanity to be an expanded demonstration of His glory, 

power, authority, character, and nature!


